
Kit List for Summer Camp 
 

Please look carefully at our guide to camp kit on the website (under group Links) 
 
We have a rather detailed guide to camp kit on the group website… please have a look at it, 
it will help you save money and kit your child out properly.  
 
- Complete Uniform – they should travel in this             
- Sleeping Bag* 
- Warm Sweaters/ hoodies       
- Waterproof Coat and trousers (not a padded ski jacket… a simple waterproof anorak/ rain jacket) 
- t-shirts and shorts (in addition to uniform)   
- Trainers -  more than one pair (including a sensible pair if you are not bringing walking boots) 
- Socks and underwear.      
- Pyjamas 
- Water Bottle   
- Towel, soap, comb, flannel, toothpaste and brush (all in bag) – roll-on deodorant (no aerosols) 
- Long Trousers 
- Sunhat and Sun cream (irrespective of weather forecast!)    
- Torch (and spare batteries) 
- Swimming trunks/ costume – one piece only.      
- 2 Tea Towels (not wanted back) 
- karrimat.*      
- Waterproof Boots. (wellies or walking boots) 
- Warm hat. 
- Cutlery  
- Crockery (plastic) 
- A day sack  
- wallet or purse 
- cake for teatime 
*We have a small number of these that we can lend if asked in advance. 
+Please make sure the label is waterproof. Eg. Tipex. 
 

We plan the camp based on the assumption that your child has everything on this list. 
 
Please make sure your child has a full set of waterproofs (and that they are waterproof – ask 
us if you are not sure) these must be at the top of their bag when they arrive.  
Please pack sensible trainers – there is a fair amount of walking (walking boots would be ideal – 
you can get them from Decathlon, Trespass, Go Outdoors and other retailers for not too much 
money. ) 
Please pack everything in a sensible holdall: No suitcases. Your child will need to carry their 
kit!   
Rucksacks or sports bags with good straps are perfect. 
Don't use black sacks to carry kit as they rip/split. Sainsbury's 40p bag for life good for storing 
walking boots in the tent 
Please talk to us if you need to borrow kit. We do have spares for some of this stuff.  
 
Contraband: 
No sweets, no fizzy drinks: it’s very hard to get scouts to eat healthily when they have loaded up 
on sweets*. We will have a subsidised tuck shop on site so we can keep an eye on what is being 
eaten. Nobody will go hungry! 
 
No electronics – no phones, no iPods, no Nintendos etc. Cameras are fine but often get lost or 
damaged.  
 

Follow us on twitter @5bs and and at facebook/com/5thbeckenhamsouth 


